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Enhanced image quality, easy network integration, an all-digital design, built-in analytics, and 
unprecedented value. That’s what you get when combining the latest thermal imaging technology with  
the industry-leading Sarix™ platform. Named 2012 Camera Equipment of the Year at the IFSEC International 
trade show, Sarix TI puts thermal imaging in reach for any application. As a hybrid, with analog/IP cameras 
available in both fixed and pan/tilt models, Sarix TI is flexible enough to fit into any new or existing system. 
Created to give security professionals the information they need, when they need it, in any lighting 
conditions, Sarix TI opens a new world of possibilities. Visit www.pelco.com/sarixti for more information.

The evolution of thermal imaging
Award-winning Sarix TI sets a new standard for  
value and performance.

Standard camera Sarix TI – Clear images in any lighting condition



The Sarix TI difference

Three models available
The 240x184 model is the most affordable way to experience 
thermal imaging technology. When outfitted with a 6.3 mm lens, 
the 240x184 model can detect a person in a 35-degree field of 
view out to 140 meters. The 384x288 model is ideal for standard 
thermal imaging applications like borders, ports, airports, or any 
perimeter. For critical applications like international borders, 
seaways, or military installations, the 640x480 model with a 
100 m lens offers unprecedented detection beyond four miles.

Sarix TI series product features:
•	 Pan/tilt and fixed models
•	 Designed for maximum environmental protection
•	 Capable of IP or analog video output
•	 Compact, lightweight aluminum construction
•	 Meets NEMA® type 4X and IP66 standards
•	 Complete with sun shroud and heater/defroster
•	 Long wave infrared (LWIR), uncooled, “sun-safe”  

amorphous silicon microbolometer
•	 640x480, 388x284 and 240x184 resolution options 
•	 17 micron pixel size (640x480 model) 
•	 Sensitivity below 50 mK at f/1.0 
•	 User-definable/programmable camera settings
•	 24 VAC or 24 VDC power 
•	 H.264 and MJPEG compression 
•	 Up to two simultaneous video streams 
•	 Built-in analytics 
•	 Various lens options

While visible cameras see reflected light, Sarix TI sees emitted thermal energy. This means that with Sarix TI, light (whether reflected, 
artificially produced, or the result of blooming) is no longer a consideration in video security applications. The ability to detect potential 
threats is now possible in any lighting condition, even in the absolute dead of night. Once considered the domain of the military, Sarix TI 
makes thermal imaging a powerful solution for securing parking lots, alleys, fields, warehouses, or any area where light is a challenge.

See potential threats even in complete darkness. 
Contact the manufacturer’s representative in your  
area or visit www.pelco.com. 
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